The field of a digital-image processing has experienced dramatic growth and increasingly widespread applicability in recent years. Fortunately, advances in computer technology have kept pace with the rapid growth in volume of image data in these and other applications. Digital-image processing has become economical in many fields of research and in industrial and military applications. While each application has requirements unique from the others, all are concerned with faster, cheaper, more accurate, and more extensive computation.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, our main form of transmission & storage for information has been by paper documents. These documents include many common types: business letters, forms, engineering drawing & maps, text books, technical manual, music notations & other symbolic data. Though paper was the exclusive medium in past, many documents now originate on the computers & often reside exclusively in electronic form. In spite of this it is unclear whether the computer has decreased/increased the amount of paper document produced, as these are printed out for reading, dissemination, markup predictions of paperless offices made so frequently during the early 1980 has given way to the realization that the objective is not elimination of paper but the ability to deal with the flow of electronic & paper document in effective & integrated way. Document processing in any organization whether having its operations manual or computerized, forms an essential activity in its functioning's. Within document processing, the key activity prior to all other activities is the recognition of documents and hence their categorization [1] [7] [10]. Several good solutions exist for document processing and analysis, this paper tries to give general idea for document processing and the various steps/methods used for that. This will give an overview for processing, analysis and classification of document images 
DOCUMENT IMAGE ANALYSIS

Graphical processing
Deals with the non-textual elements (tables, lines, images, symbols, delimiters, company logo etc) Pictures are also included in this category; they are different from graphics in that they are often photographically or artistically generated.
DOCUMENT PROCESSING
Processing of document to extract their content in an automated fashion is essential task in all types of organizations for varied applications. Any document under processing is subjected to the following steps as depicted in figure 1. 
Pre-Processing
(Also known as Pixel-level processing or low-level processing) is done on the captured image to prepare it for further analysis. Such processing includes: Thresholding to reduce a grayscale or color image to a binary image, reduction of noise to reduce extraneous data, segmentation to separate various components in the image, and, finally, thinning or boundary detection to enable easier subsequent detection of pertinent features and objects of interest.
Image Acquisition
Acquire/obtain the image of document in color, gray level or binary format.
Binarization
Converts the acquired image to binary format, the objective of binarization is to automatically choose a threshold that separates the foreground and background information. Selection of a good threshold is often a trial and error process (see figure 2) .A grey level of 128 is set as threshold. This becomes particularly difficult in cases where the contrast between text pixels and background is low (for example, text printed on a gray background). 
Noise reduction
The data extraction procedure often requires binarizing the images, which discard most of the noise & replace the pixel in the image, character & the pixel in the background with binary 0 & 1 respectively. After binarization, document images are usually filtered to reduce noise. For documents, more specific filters can be designed t take advantage of the known characteristics of the text and graph components. A document to be scanned can itself be contaminated with dust or spots etc which constitute noise. Scanning itself can introduce some amount of noise. Noise is also due to the degeneration, ageing, photocopying or during data capture. In order to make it suitable for further processing, a scanned document image is to be freed from any existing noise. This can be achieved by a method known as image enhancement-this means improvement of the image being viewed by the machine or human. It includes contrast adjustment, noise suppression & many others. Smoothing operations in document images are used for blurring and for noise reduction. Blurring is used in preprocessing steps such as removal of small details from an image. In binary (black and white) document images, smoothing operations are used to reduce the noise or to straighten the edges of the characters, for example, to fill the small gaps or to remove the small bumps in the edges (contours) of the characters. Smoothing and noise removal can be done by filtering. Filtering is a neighborhood operation, in which the value of any given pixel in the output image is determined by applying some algorithm to the values of the pixels in the neighborhood of the corresponding input pixel.
Various methods are applied to reduce noise. The most important reason to reduce noise is to obtain easy way of recognition of documents.
Skew Detection and Correction (DeSkewing)
Deviation of the baseline of the text from horizontal direction is called skew. This is result of improper paper feeding into the scanner. During the document scanning process, the whole document or a portion of it can be fed through the loose-leaf page scanner. Some pages may not be fed straight into the scanner, however, causing skewing of the bitmapped images of these pages. So, document skew often occurs during document scanning or copying. This effect visually appears as a slope of the text lines with respect to the x-axis, and it mainly concerns the orientation of the text lines; some examples of document skew are as follows in Figure 3 ; 
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction involves the extracting the meaningful information from the document image. So that it reduces the storage required. The features that are extracted from whole image are known as the global features & the features that are extracted from blocks identified during segmentation or from subdivision (sub sectioning) of the document are known s local features. They can be divided into several categories: textural, geometric, component, structural and content based [15] .The extractions of global and local features provide input to classification algorithm/techniques. One of the most important advantages of feature extraction is that; it significantly reduces the information (compared to original image) to represent an image for understanding the context of that image. Simple feature extraction methods, like calculating the difference between the minimum and maximum coordinates of the document image and the shape of the document obtained by comparison of breadth and length of the document image are of prime importance to acquire information regarding the document under process. 
Classification
Image classification is a complex process and may be affected by many factors. The classification of document being processed is required for their efficient recognization as it reduces number of searches, easy recognization of document and also reduces the chance of error at different stages during processing. A classifier associates the document with class; labeling an observed document image according to the class, region in to which it falls. The classification stage identifies each input document image by considering the detected features like spatial arrangements with respect to one another, layout of document, size of the document, color of the paper, texture. The categorization (Indexing) of images greatly enhance the performance of document by filtering out the relevant document and the class to which it belongs. Classification of main document is done first followed by the sub-sections. A class prototype is stored in knowledge base .the incoming document is assigned to one of the classes, depending on the value of measure of nearness with the class prototype. This value is obtained by comparison of document under study and the class prototype. The document is assigned to the class with which highest value of the measurement is obtained.
Document classification use
Document classification is an important task in document Processing.
• Document classification allows the automatic distribution or archiving of documents. For example, after classification of business letters according to sender and message type (such as order, offer, or inquiry), the letters are sent to the appropriate departments for processing.
• Document classification improves indexing efficiency in Digital Library construction. For example, classification of documents into table of contents page or title page can narrow the set of pages from which to extract specific meta-data, such as the title or table of contents of a book .
• Document classification plays an important role in document image retrieval. For example, consider a document image database containing a large heterogeneous Collection of document images. Users have many retrieval demands, such as retrieval of papers from one specific journal, or retrieval of document pages containing tables or graphics. Classification of documents based on visual similarity helps narrow the search and improves retrieval efficiency and accuracy.
• Document classification facilitates higher-level document analysis. Due to the complexity of document understanding, most high-level document analysis systems rely on domain-dependent knowledge to obtain high accuracy. Many available information extraction systems are specially designed for a specific type of document, such as forms processing or postal address processing, to achieve high speed and performance. To process a broad range of documents, it is necessary to classify the documents first, so that a suitable document analysis system for each Specific document type can be adopted.
CONCLUSION
The processing of documents for the purpose of discovering knowledge from them in an automated fashion is a challenging task and hence an open issue for the research community. In this article we provide brief summary of basic building blocks that comprise of document image processing system which modifies pictures to improve them (enhancement, restoration), extract information (analysis, recognition), and change their structure (composition, image editing). Today information technology has proved that there is a need to store, query, search and retrieve large amount of electronic information efficiently and accurately. So document image processing is very challenging field of research with the continuous growth of interest and increasing security requirements for the development of the modern society. Sequences of data preprocessing operations are normally applied to the images of the documents in order to put them in a suitable format ready for information extraction.
